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Journal of Clinical Neurology and Neurosurgery is an international journal that publishes papers in the fields of nervous system medicine, Neurobiology, Brain research, Cognitive sciences, and their connections to cerebrum sciences to the cutting edge of applied improvements in regulation. We have classified your articles into various types for better understanding and easy access to the readers the major article type includes, Research paper, Review paper, Short communication, Case studies, etc.

The main motive of the journal is to provide the best possible and unique information to the people of avid scientific readers, not only giving out the best possible knowledge but giving it in the best possible way like in such way that person who isn't an expert in the field would understand the concept which author is trying to explain. This year of 2021 we could be accepting the papers which deals with Mental Health. Authors and Editors are welcome to write about Mental Health and how people got affected in this COVID era. We are accepting the paper all over from the world, we have successfully published 3 volumes and have started our 4 volumes with 1 issue release as part of this community, we do believe that it's our primary duty to contribute something in form of anything to the betterment of the world. As one of the reputed journals of our field, we try our best to normalize the Mental issue by communicating it through our papers, article, post on social media. This is our way of encouraging people or society to talk about the issue which is indeed to be addressed or normalized. The 1st week of March is celebrated as Brain Awareness Month all over the world. The Small organization was started by the Dana foundation when the two organizations DABI and EDAB. The campaign started with a quote; “More Than My Brain Injury.”

Organizations main motive was to speak about or treat the brain injury just like any other injury of the body rather than concluding the person to be mentally unstable, to reduce the stigma around the people, to draw attention and to normalize the Brain disorders, to educate the people about the chronic conditions of the brain, to improve the care and support for the community and to teach self-care to the patients who are mildly suffering. Hilaris is open access publisher removing the restriction for those who in search or thirsty for knowledge by enabling easy access for readers. We follow the blind review process where authors and reviewers are kept anonymous to each other. We believe this decreases the biased nature of the reviewer if the author is kept hidden from, and the reviewer is also kept hidden from the author. This prevents the author from contacting the reviewer and manipulating the reviewer to accept his/her paper. I would pay a vote of thanks to all the authors, reviewers, and editors who played a major role in making this journal successful.
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